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SKYLINE COLLEGE ACADEMIC SENATE 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MINUTES 

 
 
DATE: September 20, 2017 
 
PRESENT: Curriculum Committee 

Janelle Barbier, Science/Math/Technology 
Jacqueline Escobar, Student Services 
Kathleen Feinblum, Language Arts 
Jan Fosberg, Kinesiology/Athletics/Dance 
Jessica Hurless, Co-Chair, Language Arts 

  Poh Kim Lim, Academic Support & Learning Technologies 
Jude Navari, Social Science/Creative Arts 
John Ulloa, Social Science/Creative Arts 
Adam Windham, Co-Chair, Science/Math/Technology 
Hellen Zhang, Business, Education and Professional Programs 

 
  Ex Officio 

  Marianne Beck, Articulation Officer  
  Margarita Jimenez, ASSC Representative 
 
ABSENT: Christopher Collins, Kim Davalos, Luis Escobar, Adriana Johnston, Lorna Jones, William Minnich, Cassidy Ryan,  

Jennifer Taylor-Mendoza 

GUESTS:  Ray Hernandez, Nick Langhoff, Nicole Porter, Christine Roumbanis 
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Co-Chair Adam Windham convened the meeting at 2:12 pm. 
 

I. Approval of Minutes: 9/6/17 
 

 The minutes of the September 6, 2017 meeting were accepted with two punctuation corrections (missing closed quotes) on 
page 6. 

 
II. Kinesiology/Athletics/Dance Division 

 
a. Course Modification 

 

 
III. Science/Mathematics/Technology Division 

 
a. New Experimental Course 

 

  

Item 
# 

Course # Course Title 
Submitted 

by 
Effective 

Term 
Discussion/Outcome 

1 TEAM 
201 Wrestling Theory Jan Fosberg Fall 2018

Jan Fosberg presented the modifications to TEAM 201, which she 
explained should have been presented during Spring 2017 as part 
of the department’s Comprehensive Program Review. She noted 
that the changes requested during technical review were made. 

 Accepted the modifications to TEAM 201 (SLOs, specific 
instructional objectives, lecture content, lab content, representative 
methods of instruction, representative assignments, representative 
methods of evaluation, representative texts). 

Item 
# 

Course # Course Title 
Submitted 

by 
Effective 

Term 
Discussion/Outcome 
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1 COMP 
680SA 

The Art of Coding: 
iOS App 

Development with 
Swift 

Nick 
Langhoff 

Spring 
2018 

Engineering Professor Nick Langhoff presented this experimental 
course, which he indicated would be converted to a permanent 
course in the future. He explained that COMP 680SA is a beginner 
level course that aims to acclimate students to basic computer 
science principles. Professor Langhoff added that this course would 
be an entry point on the Computer Science pathway. Additionally 
he said that this course will provide students with the entry-level 
skills to develop iOS apps, and that the skills learned in this course 
will be useful in later computer science courses. 

Professor Langhoff said that this course is engaging and should 
capture students’ interest, and that he feels this is a good entry 
point for students who have no coding experience as well.  

A discussion was held regarding the Catalog description. Jacquie 
Escobar requested that the description be revised to more 
accurately identify what students will learn in the course. She stated 
that, as written, it appears to be an app development course, when 
in actuality the course content focuses more on the skills leading to 
app development rather than on app development itself.  

Co-Chair Windham noted that some comments made during 
technical review were not addressed. He said that although the 
course contains lab, Lab was not listed as one of the modes of 
delivery; and that as an experimental course COMP 680SA may not 
be listed as applying directly to any degrees or certificates. 
Curriculum and Instructional Systems Specialist Maria Norris 
agreed to make the changes in CurricUNET for Professor 
Langhoff.  

 Accepted COMP 680SA effective Spring 2018 pending a 
revision to the Catalog description to be supplied by 
Professor Langhoff to Ms. Norris for update in 
CurricUNET. 
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IV. Business, Education and Professional Programs Division 
 
a. Course Modifications/New Distance Education 

 

Item 
# 

Course # Course Title 
Submitted 

by 
Effective 

Term 
Discussion/Outcome 

1 ECE. 272 Teaching in a Diverse 
Society Kate Browne Fall 2018

Early Childhood Education Professor Nicole Porter presented the 
modifications to ECE. 272, a core course for the Early Childhood 
Education AS and AS-T. She said that the major modification was 
to add a Distance Education addendum. 

 Accepted ECE. 272 for the distance education mode of 
delivery effective Spring 2018. 

 Accepted the modifications to ECE. 272 (representative 
methods of instruction, representative assignments, representative 
methods of evaluation, and representative texts) effective Fall 2018.

2 ECE. 335 Child Guidance Kate Browne Fall 2018

Professor Porter also presented the modifications to ECE. 335, 
which she indicated is not a core course in the ECE. degrees. She 
explained that the course focuses on children who have behavioral 
issues and how to address those issues properly. She added that 
feedback from students has called for an online offering of this 
course. 

Co-Chair Windham noted that under the Writing Assignments 
section, there was a reference to Observations and Case Study 
Presentations and sought to clarify with Professor Porter whether 
those are actual written assignments, which she confirmed they are. 
Professor Porter provided the extent and frequency information 
for those assignments (once at 3-7 pages and once at 2-5 pages, 
respectively), and Ms. Norris will make the corrections in 
CurricUNET. 
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V. Approval of 2017-2018 Curriculum Committee Goals and Projects 

 
Co-Chair Windham called for final review of the 2017-2018 Curriculum Goals and Projects.  

Jacquie Escobar confirmed that item 5b, related to the Student Services Comprehensive Program Review instrument, should 
remain as a goal for the year. 
 
 Accepted the 2017-2018 Curriculum Committee Goals and Projects. 

 
VI. Technical Review Reminders 

 
Co-Chair Windham expressed his appreciation for all the effort put into technical review thus far this academic year. Additionally 
he reminded committee members to please not ask open-ended questions in technical review comments, as it becomes confusing 
to the faculty proposal originator what they are being asked to do. He added that stating a question and indicating that the faculty 
member should be prepared to discuss the response during the meeting is acceptable. 

 
VII. Development of Honors Addendum Guidelines  

 
Co-Chair Windham introduced the discussion of the Honors Addendum explaining that currently there are no overall guidelines 
for completion of the Honors Addendum in CurricUNET and therefore no guide for the Curriculum Committee in terms of what 
constitutes a threshold for approval of Honors addenda. Because use of the Honor’s Addendum is new for Skyline, Physics 
Professor Nick Langhoff was one of the first to complete Honors addenda to a standard that approximates what they should 
contain. He said that as a result ENGR 215 and ENGR 270 were being used as examples for the discussion. Co-Chair Windham 

Kim Lim pointed out a typo in the textbook edition, which should 
read “6th” edition. Ms. Norris will make the corrections in 
CurricUNET. 

 Accepted ECE. 335 for the distance education mode of 
delivery effective Spring 2018. 

 Accepted the modifications to ECE. 335 (catalog description, 
lecture content, representative methods of instruction, representative 
assignments, representative methods of evaluation, representative texts) 
effective Fall 2018. 
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added that he recognizes that Honors will look different from division to division, but the Engineering addenda are a good 
example of what they would like from the Sciences/Mathematics/Technology Division.  
 
Co-Chair Windham noted that Honors courses are not intended to consist simply of additional assignments for the Honors 
students, but rather an opportunity for students who excel to have an elevated course experience more comparable to what they 
would have taking the course at the university level. John Ulloa agreed, indicating that the intent of Honors courses involves depth 
of content, but in practice it appears there is currently a culture of “extra credit” defining Honors courses. 
 
Kathleen Feinblum said that there are very few Honors-capable students in her English courses. She added that she finds that 
many students enrolled in the Honors sections are not actually Honors-level students. She expressed concern that students find 
themselves enrolled in the Honors section because all other sections of a given English course have filled. Jude Navari added that 
there are standalone Honors courses as well as “split” sections, which consist of an Honors section cross-listed with an Honors 
section, so a class consists of both Honors and non-Honors students.  
 
Co-Chair Windham said that he has heard other faculty complain about similar issues regarding students enrolling in Honors 
sections when they should be in the regular section of the course. He redirected the committee back to the curriculum side of the 
Honors discussion and said again that he wants to focus on what constitutes an Honors course, not on enrollment-related issues, 
which are not the purview of the Curriculum Committee.  
 
Co-Chair Windham said that application of learned theory is a common pathway for honors students. He added that he typically 
meets with his Honors students weekly to assist them in keeping current with their Honors assignments while at the same time 
maintaining the regular course objectives. Professor Langhoff said that in the Engineering department he has Honors students 
who would like to apply more of their knowledge rather than simply writing a paper that focuses primarily on theory rather than 
the application of the theory.  
 
Professor Navari noted that the Honors Addendum must be written in a way that gives instructors tools to properly administer 
honors courses. Honors Transfer Program Coordinator John Ulloa said that he feels the purpose of the addendum is to articulate 
what defines a course offering as an Honors section apart from a regular section.  
 
 
Jacquie Escobar suggested a separate course outline of record (separate Honors version of a course) rather than an addendum to 
the standard version of a course. She said that additional compensation for faculty who offer Honors sections (e.g., release time or 
monetary compensation) should be taken into consideration as well. 
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Co-Chair Windham reiterated that when addressing faculty who need to complete an Honors Addendum, he would like to provide 
a template that can be modified to fit an instructor’s discipline. He said that, as a result, faculty members might become clearer 
about the expectations of the Honors Transfer Program. From an alternative perspective, he asked committee members to 
consider what they felt a breaking point would be to reject an Honors Addendum in order that consistent, fair responses to faculty 
can be provided when an addendum is being reviewed.  John Ulloa stated that in the Honors Handbook, which he provided to the 
committee in electronic format, the advisory committee has included some information that will assist faculty to understand what 
constitutes an Honors student. 
 
Co-Chair Windham concluded the discussion by indicating that work on the Honors Addendum guidelines would continue offline 
within the task force, which includes him, John Ulloa, Jessica Hurless, Janelle Barbier, Kathleen Feinblum, and Jude Navari. 

 
VIII. Other 

 
Co-Chair Windham introduced the new ASSC representative, Margarita Jimenez. 

 
IX. Adjourn 

 
Co-Chair Windham adjourned the meeting at 4:01 pm.  

 


